In this supplement we illustrate the basic approach of how to segement a path. We simulate tracking data, go through explorative steps, and then apply three different segementation methods.
Set up library(secr) library(raster) library(moveHMM) library(adehabitatLT) library(lubridate) library(bcpa) set.seed(12322211)
## Utility function genHabitat <-function(nc, p = 0.1, A = 0.1) { r <-make.mask(nx = nc, ny = nc, spacing = 1) h <-randomHabitat(r, p = p, A = A) r <-raster(xmn=0, xmx=nc, ymn=0, ymx=nc, ncols=nc, nrows=nc) r <-rasterize(data.frame(h), r, field=1, background=0) r <-as.matrix(r) r <-list(hab = r, p = p, A = A, nc = nc) class(r) <-c("hab", "matrix") r }
Data generation
We use a simple individual based simulation model for 12 months with 24 relocations per day. The movement of the animal was influenced by the time of the day, habitat and attraction to a temporally varying home range center. Turning angles where uniformily distributed between −pi and pi, and step lengths where drawn from a Gamma distribution with scale and shape of 2.9 and 0.9 for habitat and 1.2 and 5 for the matrix respectively Animals moved with a probability of 0.3 during the night and a probability of 1 during the day. At time step t, the animal chose 20 candidate locations where to move at time step t + 1. One relocation was randomly chose with probably ω. Where ω is the sum of the transformed distance to both home range centers. We transformed the distances using the exponential probability density function. Coefficients for the probability of movement and the the attraction to either home range center varied over time, while the coeffiecient for habitat was constant.
n_months <-12 n <-24 * 30 * n_months # one relocation every hour pm_day <-1 pm_night <-0.3 b0 <-rep(c(rep(pm_night, 5), seq(pm_night, pm_day, length.out = 2), rep(pm_day, 10), seq(pm_day, pm_night, length.out = 2), rep(pm_night, 5)), 30 * n_months) b1 <-rep(c(1, 0, 1), each = n/3) * 1 b2 <-as.numeric(b1 == 0) * 1 b3 <-10 # hab matrix xy0 <-c(100, 100) x_c1 <-100 y_c1 <-100 x_c2 <-300 y_c2 <-300 tpl <-raster(xmn = 0, xmx = 400, ymn = 0, ymx = 400, res = 1) hab <-raster(genHabitat(400, A = 0.5, p = 0.5)$hab, template = tpl) hab0 <-hab hab <-hab0
set.seed(2090160703) xy <-matrix(NA, nrow = n, ncol = 2) xy[1, ] <-xy0 
Path metrics
As a next step we calculate and inspect three path metrics. Namely, the step length, the net squared displacement and finally the turning anlges. Next we look at the path signals for a whole year.
par(mfrow = c(3, 2)) with(dat, plot(step, type = "l")) with(dat, hist(step)) with(dat, plot(angle, type = "l")) with(dat, hist(angle)) with(dat, plot(nsd, type = "l")) with(dat, hist ( Note, that when plotting path signals for one week we can observe diurnal patterns, while when plotting the signals for one year we observe a migratory pattern, especially for the net-squared displacement.
Finally, we can look at the same path signal, but as a funciton of different covariates (here habitat and matrix, left column; hour of the day right column).
par(mfrow = c(3, 2)) with(dat, boxplot(step~hab, main = "step length", xaxt = "n")) axis(1, at = 1:2, labels = c("matrix", "habitat")) with(dat, boxplot(step~hour, main = "step length", xlab = "hour of the day")) with(dat, boxplot(angle~hab, main = "turning angles", xaxt = "n")) axis(1, at = 1:2, labels = c("matrix", "habitat")) with(dat, boxplot(angle~hour, main = "turning angles", xlab = "hour of the day")) with(dat, boxplot(nsd~hab, main = "nsd", xaxt = "n")) axis(1, at = 1:2, labels = c("matrix", "habitat")) with(dat, boxplot(nsd~hour, main = "nsd", xlab = "hour of the day")) 
Explorative analyses
First we check if the data is regularly sampled: 
Path segmentation
We consider three methods: 1. Thresholding, 2. Behavioural Change Point Analysis, and 3. Hidden Markov Models:
Threshholding
A ecologist may assume that due to biological reasoning a step length threshhold of 2 is indicating an important biological phenomena.
hist(xy$sl, main="Histogram of
Step Length", xlab="
Step Length") abline(v=2, col="red", lwd=3)
Histogram of Step Length
Step Length This threshold can than be plotted against the habitat type. tb <-table(xy$sl < 2, xy$hab) row.names(tb) <-c("step length >= 2", "step length < 2") colnames(tb) <-c("matrix", "habitat") mosaicplot(tb , main = "Treshholding") 
Hidden Markov Models
In the last step we want to find two different states of the animal (e.g., activ and resting) and model the transition probabilities as a function of habitat tand time of the day. ## moveHMM mu0 <-c(0.1, 1) sigma0 <-c(0.1, 1) zeromass0 <-c(0.1, 0.05) stepPar0 <-c(mu0, sigma0) angleMean0 <-c(pi, 0) kappa0 <-c(1, 1) anglePar0 <-c(angleMean0, kappa0) dat$hab <-factor(dat$hab) m0 <-fitHMM(data = dat, nbStates = 2, stepPar0 = stepPar0, anglePar0 = anglePar0, formula =~1) m1 <-fitHMM(data = dat, nbStates = 2, stepPar0 = stepPar0, anglePar0 = anglePar0, formula =~hour + I(hour^2)) m2 <-fitHMM(data = dat, nbStates = 2, stepPar0 = stepPar0, anglePar0 = anglePar0, formula =~hour + I(hour^2) + hab) 
